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Introduction
In some ways, building mobile solutions for enterprises is similar to developing consumer mobile apps.
The goals of the end-user are paramount, as are usability and performance. In other ways, however, the
two are very different – in particular, the following distinguish enterprise mobile solutions:
• Must satisfy users who are even more demanding, since their success (and that of their
customers) depends on the solution
• Often used in the field, in work places and under conditions that are quite challenging
• Usually connect to multiple corporate back-end applications, which is no small task
• Must scale to accommodate user demand without compromising critical back-end systems
• Can significantly improve processes, customers’ experience and business results
• Require "enterprise-grade" security to protect against sophisticated attacks aimed at breaching
enterprise systems and data
As a result of these important distinctions, the stakes for enterprise mobile solutions are high.
While many firms are developing "off-the-shelf" mobile apps and making them available through
enterprise app stores, a growing number of enterprises are turning to custom mobile solutions. As
defined in Mobilizing the Enterprise (Pt. 1 of this whitepaper), custom mobile solutions “are built for
specific purposes, with features, functionality, user interface (UI), and other aspects tailored to an
organization's objectives and to its users.” For "strategically important,” mission critical opportunities
and applications with unique requirements, custom mobile solutions offer significant advantages for an
enterprise, as suggested in table below. When building custom mobile solutions for a particular
application and enterprise, several additional factors, including multiple constituents (business units, IT,
etc.), specific business objectives and challenges outlined in later sections raise the stakes even higher.

Benefits of Custom Mobile Solutions
Custom mobile solutions allow an organization to:
Tailor features and functionality to users’ needs and enterprise objectives
Develop a UI that is purpose built, tested with and optimized for the organization’s endusers
Tightly couple the solution with existing enterprise systems
Plan for and scale the solution as needed
Iterate and introduce “new and improved” versions as requirements and market
opportunities dictate
This whitepaper describes key steps and lessons learned in building custom mobile solutions for
enterprises. The four steps common in all approaches include Envisioning, Designing, Developing and
Deploying solutions. For each step, tools and approaches that have proven useful are also described,
including UX (user experience) design, agile development, and others. Finally, lessons learned from SAP
and its partners that minimize risk and insure success are highlighted.
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Building Custom Mobile Solutions – A Four-step Approach
While building mobile solutions can be organized in different ways, approaches include the four steps
shown below. In the following sections each step is described more fully, along with tools and methods
employed by leading developers to make the process more effective and efficient. Although the work
may appear sequential, the Design and Develop phases are done in an iterative, collaborative fashion.

Mobile Solution Development – Overview of Iterative Process
Envision

Design

A key responsibility of business/process owner, supported by development partner(s)
Determines problem/opportunity to be addressed and target end-users, devices, etc.
Specifies result(s) to be accomplished in specific, measurable terms
Working closely with the process owner and end-users, UX professionals and designers:
• Prioritize functionality and sketch the UI (user interface), inputs and outputs
• Employ sketches, wire frames, and prototypes to visualize, test and validate design
• Provide blueprint, assets and specifications to guide development

Design and Develop Done in Parallel, Iteratively

Develop
Deploy

Writing code, developers program the solution for target devices, operating systems
Engineers architect the solution, integrating with back-end applications, hosting, etc.
Goal build secure, scalable solution that delivers functionality, performs well
Provides authorized users with access to the solution, proper training and support
Insures that the solution gets adopted and fully utilized with minimal disruption to
business units, end-users and customers
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Envisioning Custom Mobile Solutions
In enterprises, executives, managers and employees are posing a similar question – “How can we
employ mobile solutions to improve our productivity and business results?” Interestingly, in many cases
employees are taking it upon themselves to find, download and use mobile apps for work-related
purposes, often on their own personal mobile devices. While employees' initiative is commendable,
BYOA (Bring your own App) has its drawbacks and can be more pernicious than BYOD (Bring your own
Device). In addition to employees “scouting out” and experimenting with mobile apps, there is also no
shortage of new ideas and applications being introduced by innovative, third-party developers.
However, mobile solutions are too important for enterprises to rely on a fragmented, ad hoc process
and hope for the best. Relying on a systematic process, leading enterprises are identifying, prioritizing,
and building mobile solutions and in the process gaining competitive advantage and positioning their
organizations for success. Mobilizing the Enterprise distinguished five categories of mobile solutions,
varying in complexity and importance from Levels 1-3 (Communications; Data Access; and Horizontal
Apps) to Levels 4 and 5, where custom mobile solutions are required (see Figure 1 in the Appendix). In
most cases, Level 1-3 applications are best served with off-the-shelf apps – recognizing this need, SAP,
Salesforce.com and others have introduced mobile app stores for enterprises, making it easier for
individual employees, departments and business units to identify and adopt off-the-shelf mobile apps.
But that raises an important strategic question – “how can an enterprise systematically stay ‘ahead of
the curve’ by identifying opportunities for custom mobile solutions?” Although there is no single answer,
leading enterprises are employing a number of approaches to identify and prioritize opportunities.

Envisioning Mobile Solutions – Selected Approaches
Center
of
Excellence

A number of companies, including Coca-Cola, UnitedHealthcare and others have formed
internal groups – often supported by external partners – to continuously scan, identify and
help business units evaluate opportunities for mobile solutions across their business units.

Mobile
Innovation
Exchanges

Organizations such as the Wireless Innovation Council (WIC), mobile operators and others
facilitate exchange and sharing of best practices among (typically non-competing)
companies, allowing members to learn from outside experts and from each other.

Multi company SAP and other leading IT and software companies have organized consortia of companies to
Consortia
investigate and co-develop mobile solutions for mission critical processes shared across
participating companies, including healthcare providers, manufacturers and others.
Partnering
with VCs,
Incubators

Recognizing the potential for disruption, innovative companies are partnering with VCs,
incubators, and accelerators to identify and work with startups on solutions related to their
businesses, giving them early access to compelling new concepts, solutions and talent.

Open
Innovation/
Hackathons

Some enterprises outside of tech have begun to leverage open innovation. One variation is
the “sponsored Hackathon,” in which developers and startups work at a frenetic pace over
(typically) 72 hours to propose, code and present prototype solutions to the sponsor.

Professional
Services
Firms

Analyst, consulting and IT firms (including SAP) have industry practices focused on mobile,
providing perspectives on technologies and solutions. With whitepapers, briefings, and
workshops, these professional groups are a useful source for ideas and best practices.
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For custom mobile solutions, Envisioning involves not only conceiving solutions – “identifying the
possible” – but also prioritizing and commissioning projects to discover, design, build and deploy
solutions. While enterprises generally engage partners to Design and Develop solutions, developers also
play an important role in discovering and conceiving solutions. Recognizing the importance, SAP
provides the following resources and capabilities to help enterprises Envision and build solutions:

SAP Organizations, Resources Supporting Custom Mobile Solution Development†
The SAP Mobility Design Center (MDC) works closely with clients to
identify, design and build mission-critical, user-centric mobile solutions
for enterprises. In addition to their core expertise, MDC helps clients
conceive projects by providing advice, sharing industry best practices
and outlining alternative solutions that meet the client’s business
needs, timetable and budget. MDC also provides maintenance and
support services, as needed, to protect the solution throughout its
lifecycle, minimizing business disruption and reducing maintenance
costs.
SAP’s mobility innovation program proposes and leads significant coinnovation projects with enterprises and, in some cases, consortia of
clients. While co-innovating with clients, SAP builds a prototype that
showcases what can be achieved and develops a plan and proposal for
implementing the mobile solution.
SAP has teams of consultants who specialize in particular industries.
From Aerospace to Wholesale Distribution, these experts understand
the business challenges, value chain and operations of enterprises
within their industry. Their shared perspectives also provide important
cross-industry perspectives.
SAP’s Ian Thain provides a useful discussion of other efforts enterprises are employing, including
designating a Chief Mobility Officer and creating an internal Mobile Innovation Council.
While much of the work in building mobile solutions involves Design – Develop – Deploy, given the
importance, partners can and should play an important role in Envision, helping clients conceive, scope
and prioritize projects. The role that an enterprise’s mobile development partner plays in supporting
Envision is summarized below:
The mobile development partner should support Envisioning by:
• Bringing perspectives on mobile strategy from cross-industry work
• Sharing (non-proprietary) results realized by other leading companies
• Suggesting creative solutions and alternative approaches
• Accurately projecting cost, timing, ROI and other implications of options
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†

Note: This list includes SAP organizations directly involved in mobile solution development. SAP also offers a wide range of
tools and services in support of Enterprise Mobile – for an overview, visit SAP Enterprise Mobility

Designing Mobile Solutions
To observers, Design is the centerpiece of development, creating all aspects of a solution visible to
users, from feature and functionality to navigation, look and feel and other elements. Well-designed
mobile solutions allow users to accomplish tasks and transition from screen to screen intuitively, easily
and efficiently. Aiming even higher, exceptional Design produces solutions that are a pleasure to use,
making the solution even more appealing to users. Conversely, even small flaws in Design can be
damaging, resulting in solutions that are unintuitive, difficult to use, and in the worst case, abandoned
by users.
While the visible aspects of UX are critical, Design also goes beyond the surface, specifying aspects that
users may not see but that affect performance in significant ways – for example, rendering and caching
of graphics, how location awareness is used, and other aspects. Designers spend as much time caring for
these "background" aspects as the look and feel, navigation and other more visible aspects.
Needless to say, the quality of Design often determines whether users are satisfied with mobile
solutions or frustrated, resistant to using, and reluctant to switch from the status quo. While critiques
suggest that Enterprise mobile solutions lag behind consumer mobile apps in terms of design, the gap is
narrowing and mobile solutions developed by leading enterprise developers match the best of
consumer-facing apps. In this section, we highlight some of the challenges, keys to success and key
partner capabilities for this important phase of development.

Challenges in Mobile Design
In designing custom mobile solutions for enterprise users, developers face a number of challenges listed
below. Dealing with these challenges requires talented, experienced mobile designers – given the
intense "arms race" among mobile platforms and the extraordinary surge in mobile startups,
accomplished designers are a key asset in leading developer organizations.

Challenges in Designing Mobile Solutions
User Expectations – users expect enterprise solutions to match consumer experiences
User Sophistication – target groups often include a range of users, from novice to “expert”
Screen Size – designing for small screens requires creative, disciplined approaches (see the
Mobile First movement championed by Luke Wroblewski)
Touch and Gesture UI – direct manipulation of objects on the screen along with gesture
recognition offer many UI options, some familiar, others new to users as well as developers
Context – while using the solution, users may be standing, walking, glancing, etc. under
variable lighting, noise and other conditions
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Connectivity – wireless connections may be intermittent or even unavailable at times
Device, OS Mix – solutions may need to work on devices with different operating systems,
different sizes, etc.
Performance – requires balancing trade-offs to optimize speed, battery life

Tools, Methods and Lessons Learned
Designing enterprise solutions requires a team with expertise in a number of disciplines, including User
Experience, Visual Design, Information Architecture (IA), ethnography and others. While these topics
are beyond the scope of the whitepaper, leading developers employ a number of methods, tools and
approaches in the Design phase shown in the table below.

Designing Custom Enterprise Mobile Solutions – Keys to Success
User
Analysis

Study users to uncover key insights: what they wish to accomplish, how they organize and
structure tasks, where and under what conditions the solution will be used, etc.

Device
Features

Leverage mobile device features (camera for scanning; GPS for location; etc.) to simplify
tasks, enhance user experience

Staged
Releases

Prioritize feature/functionality by release. Focus on "minimally viable product" for early
releases. Avoid forcing too many features and functionality into single release.

Visualize
and Verify

Sketch storyboards and wireframes, validate with users and refine based on their
feedback. Repeat

Interactive
Prototypes

Develop and continuously test with users interactive prototypes to verify design, uncover
problems

Iterate Design
and Develop

Involve developers from the outset to avoid conflicts, surprises

Given the importance and specialized skills required for Mobile Design, enterprises generally rely on
partners to lead this effort. Listed below are key qualifications to consider in evaluating and selecting
development partner(s) for mobile solution design.
For Design, the ideal development partner:
• Possesses a user-centric focus and analysis skills
• Brings an interdisciplinary Design team (no jack-of-all trades)
• Employs a proven blend of creative + visual + design talent
• Has demonstrated experience with target devices
• Involves designers working collaboratively with developers
• Utilizes tools to rapidly mock up concepts and ideas, capture feedback and
iterate in real-time to arrive at “best” solution
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Developing Enterprise Mobile Solutions
Due to the complex, ever changing mix of devices, capabilities, operating systems and programming
languages, some observers have characterized mobile development as “the wild, wild west." Adding
even more complexity, custom enterprise mobile solutions also usually involve back-end databases and
require "enterprise grade" security measures. Given these complexities, the team building enterprise
solutions is likely to include "front-end developers," "back-end engineers," system architects and other
technical specialists. As with designers, competition for individuals with these skills is intense.
In the Develop phase the development team works together with the design team to realize the six
"success factors" shown below. Given their importance, two of the factors – back-end integration and
security – are discussed more fully on the next page.

Functionality

Implement features/functionality as designed with device/OS conventions

Reliability

Deliver applications that are “bug-free”

Performance

Goal

Scalability

Architect solutions to maintain availability performance, under peak loads

Integration

Integrate seamlessly with enterprise back-end databases, business logic

Security

Program secure, compliant solutions that prevent data leakage, intrusions

latency and execution times below users’ thresholds for noticing
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Of the six success factors, in many cases back-end integration and security prove to be the biggest
challenges, requiring specialized tools and capabilities to deliver, as explained below.

Integrating Custom Mobile Solutions with Enterprise Back-end Databases
Challenges for
Developers

Typically mobile solutions involve users accessing enterprise data that reside
in back-end databases and applications. To complicate matters, the data
often reside in multiple, disparate databases. While using the mobile
solution, users may view, revise and send updated data to back-end
enterprise databases, and the data may or may not be stored on the device.

Solutions

With mobile solutions exchanging data with multiple back-end databases,
on wireless connections that may be intermittent, back-end integration
becomes a significant challenge. This complexity is probably the single
biggest distinction between consumer apps and custom mobile solutions. To
manage back-end integration, developers rely on a number of tools,
including Mobile Enterprise Application Platforms (MEAPs) such as Sybase
Unwired Platform (SUP). Sometimes referred to as “mobile middleware,”
MEAPs extract data from back-end databases and make data objects
available in standard, accessible formats, simplifying what is a "Tower of
Babel" into a manageable process.

Achieving Enterprise-grade Security with Custom Mobile Solutions
Challenges for
Developers

The corporate applications accessed by mobile solutions generally contain
highly sensitive information. In addition to the risk of lost or stolen devices,
hackers are mounting massive attacks aimed at breaching companies via
every possible angle, including mobile devices and apps. As Strategy
Analytics recently observed, "poor software implementation can render the
most secure solutions vulnerable." As a result, securing mobile solutions is
paramount.

Solutions

While IT relies on a broad arsenal of policies, technologies and strategies to
mitigate risk, developers also employ tools and methods to control access to
back-end services and information – for example:
• Secure proxies, which authenticate users based on credentials, including
their current location
• Encryption, both for data-at-rest and data-in-transit. In general, the
higher the level of cryptography the better.
• Mobile device management (MDM) platforms, such SAP's Afaria, which
create sandboxed environments. Users are required to log in each time
to access a protected or sandboxed area, e.g. email, protected files,
applications, etc.
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The Critical Role of Agile Development
When an enterprise commissions a custom mobile solution, often time-to-market is crucial, especially
for innovative Level 5 applications designed to leapfrog competitors (see Appendix and Mobilizing the
Enterprise whitepaper). As a consequence, developers are typically working to meet tight deadlines,
while still delivering "zero defects" solutions. To rapidly produce high quality mobile software solutions,
leading developers embrace and practice with almost religious fervor a methodology known as agile
development.
Instead of building an entire application at once, agile development divides the process up and builds
each component separately, usually in parallel. Using a process called "Scrum," projects are
implemented in a series of iterations or bursts of activity appropriately called Sprints. Instead of a few
milestones spread far apart, agile development has frequent milestones and reviews. This iterative
process requires that Design and Develop teams work closely together, testing features with end-users,
incorporating their feedback, and presenting final work products to clients for approval at intervals as
frequent as weekly.
Agile development offers a number of significant benefits:
By capturing and incorporating client and user feedback after each Sprint, agile allows faster
adjustments, yields much higher quality and avoids "surprises" and rework later in the process.
Releases are put into the hands of users for testing at each cycle, insuring that any problems with
usability or other issues surface and get resolved by the development team early on.
Because the client is an active participant in the process, agile development insures alignment
between the client’s vision for the solution, user requirements and the solution that gets built.
Teams skilled in agile methods significantly reduce development time, speeding time-to-market
Agile development teams deliver on time and on budget – the only variable component, which is
determined together with the client, is the solution that gets built through the iterative process.
While the philosophy and methodology are quite powerful, agile development is a discipline honed
through practice – disciples are not just proponents of agile, they are highly skilled practitioners. Given
the need to rapidly deliver high-performing, defect-free software, agile is ideal for custom enterprise
mobile development. Leading developers, including SAP’s Mobility Design Center, view agile as a core
capability and rely heavily on the methodology in their work with enterprises. For more information on
agile methods, see Guide to Agile Practices by the Agile Alliance.
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For work in Develop, the ideal development partner:
• Has demonstrated experience delivering on the Six Critical Success Factors
• Has developers accustomed to working closely with Design
• Is skilled in using MEAPs, other tools to connect to back-end databases
• Employs state-of-the-art methods to deliver enterprise-grade security
• Applies agile methods to rapidly build, test and bring solutions to market

Deploying Mobile Solutions
As noted above, once a solution is ready for release, Deploy insures that authorized users have access to
the solution, proper training (if needed) and technical support. The goal is to insure that the solution
gets adopted and fully utilized with minimal disruption to business units, end-users and customers.
With user-centered Design and the continuous testing integral to agile, the need for technical support is
often minimized. Given variable loads on back-end systems and applications, it is critical to monitor
performance on key metrics and confirm that users’ experience matches expectations.
As mobile solutions are deployed, the development partner can provide on-going support in several
additional ways:

KPIs

Monitoring and reporting on solution KPIs (key performance indicators),
including downloads, session profiles, data created/accessed, load times, etc.

Downloads

Profiling downloads and installs by target users and devices

Capturing and analyzing user and usage data, which serves a number of
User and
Usage Analytics purposes:
Surface issues that users may be experiencing
Confirm solution is being used as anticipated, initially and over time
Identify underutilized features, diagnose reason(s)
and others

New Features

As users gain experience with the solution, they may request new features,
which can be compiled and reviewed in preparation for future releases

As results from the above are gathered, the development partner typically does a post-release
assessment and recommends any additional changes or enhancements suggested by the findings.
As the enterprise Deploys custom mobile solutions, the development partner
can provide support to the business unit(s), users and IT by:
• Monitoring usage and detecting any anomalous or surprising patterns
• Capturing and reporting on KPIs and other key metrics for management
• Interpreting data and recommending appropriate actions to the client
• Recommending new features based on user requests and other data
• Providing input on next release content, timing
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Conclusion
This whitepaper describes best practices in building custom mobile solutions for enterprises, covering
the key steps of Envision, Design, Develop and Deploy. In addition, supporting roles and qualifications
for developers were identified for each step. Given the importance of custom mobile solutions to
enterprises, the discussion and list of criteria should help enterprises evaluate and select qualified
partner(s) to guide and support them on their journey.
For more perspectives on building custom mobile solutions for enterprises, including tools, methods and
cases, the following sources are especially useful:

SAP Mobility Design Center
InfoQ

Three Beacons

In addition, conferences and events are an excellent way to stay abreast of best practices and learn
more about innovative mobile development for enterprises – while the number is growing daily, here
are several useful resources:

SAP Mobile Enterprise Events

Breaking Development conference

Mobilism (Netherlands)

Enterprise mobile will play an increasingly important role across all industries – understanding the
process and collaborating effectively with the right development partners will allow innovative
companies to capitalize on these opportunities.
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Appendix – Exhibits from Mobilizing the Enterprise (Pt. 1 of Whitepaper)

Source: Mobilizing the Enterprise with Off-the-Shelf Apps and Custom Mobile Solutions, Dr. Phil Hendrix,
SAP Whitepaper, 2012.
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Source: Mobilizing the Enterprise with Off-the-Shelf Apps and Custom Mobile Solutions, Dr. Phil Hendrix,
SAP Whitepaper, 2012.
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SAP Mobility Design Center
The SAP Mobility Design Center helps customers meet the growing need for individualized mobile
solutions. Headquartered on the company’s campus in Palo Alto, Calif., the center is focused on enabling
companies to keep up with the consumerization of IT trend by conceptualizing, designing and building
mobile solutions to better connect with employees and consumers.
To achieve consumer-grade experiences, customers collaborate with a team of user experience (UX)
designers, architects and developers. The team employs design thinking principles and validates mobile
solutions with end users continually throughout the build process. The SAP Mobility Design Center is a
one-stop shop for designing, developing and validating customer-specific mobile enterprise solutions
that are intuitive for users and leverage features such as touch, camera, GPS and other device
functionality across a variety of device platforms
At the SAP Mobility Design Center, the focus is on the end-user during the development process.
Starting with the user experience, user input is quickly translated into first mock-ups of the envisioned
solution, which are used for end-user validation. Based on feedback collected from the end users, the
mobile solution is built with a connection to the back-end application and deployed into the target
landscape for productive use. The highly iterative and collaborative process helps make certain that end
users adopt and enjoy the experience of working with the solution.
The SAP Mobility Design Center is dedicated to ensuring the same level of quality, scalability and
security that companies expect of all SAP solutions. The mobile solutions developed by the center often
cover customers’ mission-critical business processes. To help ensure safe deployment, these solutions
are built according to development guidelines based on the SAP mobile platform. The center takes care
that solutions work reliably in productive environments and also offers maintenance services to protect
customers’ investment in the custom mobile solution for its entire lifecycle.
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About SAP
As the world's leading provider of enterprise application software), SAP (NYSE: SAP) delivers products
and services that help accelerate business innovation for its more than 194,000 customers in more than
120 countries.
Our vision is to help the world run better and improve people’s lives. Our mission is to help every
customer become a best-run business. We do this by delivering new technology innovations without
disruptions: enterprise mobility will transform consumption of IT; in-memory technology will simplify
the IT stack and drive high value applications; and the cloud delivery of IT solutions will become
mainstream. By leveraging our strong base in applications and analytics as well as new technology
innovations, we can offer solutions that make our customers run better. To help our customers derive
value from their SAP solutions in a fast, cost-effective and predictable way, we also provide professional
services and support.
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